The 2009 simultaneous Penan blockades, Baram, Sarawak

3 locations, 7 villages, 300 people
(June – September 2009)

August – September 2009
Long Nen

August – September 2009:
Upper: Long Bangan;
Lower: Long Belok

August – September 2009
Ba’ Maarong – nomadic community
Blockades dismantled in exchange of government promises

- To organise meetings between community leaders and the higher authorities to discuss on their territorial rights
- To attend to their request for primary schools
- To increase the number of officially recognised leaders
- To authorise more agricultural programmes for the community
- To provide financial assistance for their housing needs

One year later: September 2010
Symbolic protest to commemorate the dismantling of the blockades:
Where are your promises?